
SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM

GUIDE





ABOUT
Summer school is a good time to prepare students for
the new year. We have designed this program to help
students going into grades 3 to 8 access the material
they will learn in 2022-2023. 

The program for each grade is composed of 4 parts that
cover the main skills needed. 
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HOW TO USE THE
PROGRAM?

To use this program, an instructor or teacher should
create the assignment for each lesson. They should
follow the content of the grade level that the
students are going to. So, for example, for students
who are going into 5th grade, teachers should use
the content under Grade 5. 

For every grade, there are math activities that can fill
4-6 weeks of summer school. Those activities are
focused on the prerequisites for the major standards
of the following academic year. 
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
 

GRADE 3

Adding within 20
Subtracting within 20
Adding 2-digit numbers
Subtracting 2-digit numbers

Understanding Hundreds
Compare 3-digit whole numbers
Reading and Writing Whole Numbers

Adding 3-digit numbers
Subtracting 3-digit numbers

Understanding length
Measuring cm and inch with a ruler
Whole numbers on the number line

(1) Adding and subtracting 2-digit numbers

(2) Understanding place value of 3-digit numbers

(3) Use place value to add and subtract within 1000

(4) Measuring lengths and relating addition and subtraction to
lengths
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https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d9b9d6881b0012347304/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d9c1d6881b001234734e/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d9cb27f16b001234d1f2/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d8d827f16b001234cd4a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d8e272a10400120c3846/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257da18e5e2200013fa23eb/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257da23e5e2200013fa2487/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fb5f1c6ee4d001827b119/edit


SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
 

GRADE 4

Place Value, up to 100s
Rounding Whole Numbers, up to 100s
Adding 3-digit numbers (within 1000)
Subtracting 3-digit numbers
Add and subtract within 1000

Multiplication table (1-9)
Dividing by (1-10)
Multiplication word problems
Division word problems

Two-step word problems
Word problems as equations with unknown

Fractions from figures
Unit fractions on the number line
Fractions on the number line
Equivalent fractions
Comparing fractions (same num. or den.)

(1) Use place value understanding to perform multi-digit
arithmetic

(2) Multiply and divide within 100

(3) Solve problems involving the four operations

(4) Develop understanding of fractions 
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https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567bef83daf50012480385/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fba6a26b3ac00188994b5/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567cbb5063d900194d3b92/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567cd165801e0018582ab6/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567cfdc3d66d0014b6b25a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d9c1d6881b001234734e/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d9cb27f16b001234d1f2/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d8d827f16b001234cd4a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d8e272a10400120c3846/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567ef6c3d66d0014b6bb8e/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fb9a86a82510018ecaf5a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567f4ca4f190001ae76ef7/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567fb415372d00196da5b6/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6256818b83daf50012482194/edit


SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
 

GRADE 5

Adding multi-digit whole numbers
Subtracting multi-digit whole numbers
Multiplying 3 and 4-digit by 1-digit numbers
Multiplying 2-digit numbers
Dividing up to 4-digits by 1-digit numbers (no remainder)
Dividing up to 4-digit by 1-digit numbers (with remainder)

Fractions on the number line
Equivalent fractions
Comparing fractions
Mixed numbers

Adding fractions (same denominator)
Subtracting fractions (same denominator)
Adding and subtracting mixed numbers (same denominator)
Multiplying fractions and whole numbers

Adding fractions (with den. 10 and 100)
Fractions to decimals
Decimals on the number line
Comparing decimals to hundredths

(1) Perform operations with multi-digit whole numbers

(2) Extend understanding of fraction equivalence and ordering

(3) Perform operations on fractions with same denominators

(4) Understand decimal notation for fractions
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https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62568f9183daf50012485d75/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567cd165801e0018582ab6/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567cfdc3d66d0014b6b25a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fc23b27f16b00123cc63a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fc26eeb325000188a2099/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fc277af547e001a2a77c1/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62569992c3d66d0014b72c14/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fc0e1006e960018f48951/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d9c1d6881b001234734e/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d9cb27f16b001234d1f2/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d8d827f16b001234cd4a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d8e272a10400120c3846/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fbfca02c2bc0018b000c5/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fbfb62271cf00185c5c7a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567ef6c3d66d0014b6bb8e/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fb9a86a82510018ecaf5a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567f4ca4f190001ae76ef7/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567fb415372d00196da5b6/edit


SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
 

GRADE 6

Adding fractions
Subtracting Fractions
Multiplying fractions
Dividing unit fractions by whole numbers
Dividing whole numbers by unit fractions

Dividing up to 4-digit by 1-digit numbers (with remainder)
Dividing 3-digit by 2-digit numbers (no remainder)
Dividing 4-digit by 2-digit numbers (no remainder)
Dividing multi-digit numbers (with remainder)

Adding decimals
Subtracting decimals
Multiplying decimals
Dividing decimals

Understanding the coordinate systems
Comparing patterns
Plotting points with positive coordinates

(1) Perform operations on fractions

(2) Fluently divide multi-digit whole numbers

(3) Perform operations on decimals to hundredths

(4) Analyze patterns and use the coordinate plane to solve
problems
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https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567bef83daf50012480385/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fba6a26b3ac00188994b5/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567cbb5063d900194d3b92/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567cd165801e0018582ab6/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567cfdc3d66d0014b6b25a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fc8337f72e6001856205c/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fc80a7237de0019cc9e19/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d9c1d6881b001234734e/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d9cb27f16b001234d1f2/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d8d827f16b001234cd4a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d8e272a10400120c3846/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257c93f415edd001391539e/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257c95337246600127f1e3f/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567ef6c3d66d0014b6bb8e/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fb9a86a82510018ecaf5a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567f4ca4f190001ae76ef7/edit


SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
 

GRADE 7

Dividing whole numbers by unit fractions
Dividing unit fractions by whole numbers
Dividing whole numbers by fractions
Dividing fractions by whole numbers
Dividing fractions

Adding decimals
Subtracting decimals
Multiplying decimals
Dividing decimals

Simplifying expressions, combining like terms
Equivalent expressions using properties of operations
Identifying equivalent linear expressions

Solving one-step equations (addition and subtraction)
Solving one-step equations (multiplication and division)
Understanding inequalities

(1) Dividing fractions

(2) Perform operations on decimals

(3) Applying arithmetic to generate and identify equivalent
expressions

(4) Understanding equations and inequalities, and solving one-
step equations
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https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567bef83daf50012480385/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fba6a26b3ac00188994b5/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567cbb5063d900194d3b92/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567cd165801e0018582ab6/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567cfdc3d66d0014b6b25a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fcf2326b3ac00188a5705/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fcf2ee3893a001abc1d25/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d9c1d6881b001234734e/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d9cb27f16b001234d1f2/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d8d827f16b001234cd4a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d8e272a10400120c3846/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257cfeed6881b0012344a02/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567ef6c3d66d0014b6bb8e/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fb9a86a82510018ecaf5a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567f4ca4f190001ae76ef7/edit


SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
 

GRADE 8

Equivalent ratios
Identifying proportional relationships
Proportional relationships as equations
Graphs of proportional relationships
Solving Proportions

Understanding rational numbers
Adding rational numbers
Subtracting rational numbers
Multiplying Rational Numbers
Dividing Rational Numbers

Expanding linear expressions
Factoring linear expressions
Solving two-step equations
Solving linear equations
Solving one-step inequalities (addition and subtraction)
Solving one-step inequalities (multiplication and division)

Complementary, supplementary, and adjacent Angles
Adjacent angles

(1) Understand and analyze proportional relationships

(2) Understand and perform operations on rational numbers

(3) Solving equations and inequalities

(4) Solve problems involving angles
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https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567bef83daf50012480385/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fba6a26b3ac00188994b5/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567cbb5063d900194d3b92/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567cd165801e0018582ab6/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567cfdc3d66d0014b6b25a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d37927f16b001234b154/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d38427f16b001234b1fd/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d9c1d6881b001234734e/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d9cb27f16b001234d1f2/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d399d6881b0012345474/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d8d827f16b001234cd4a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fd2fbe3893a001abc2ead/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/625fd2ca27f16b00123d542f/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d41a27f16b001234b98f/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d42127f16b001234ba2a/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d42b27f16b001234bac1/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/62567ef6c3d66d0014b6bb8e/edit
https://web-admin.matteappen.se/sections/6257d46fd6881b0012345dd4/edit


NOTES
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